
Bloomsday Road Runners Club – Holiday Party Gift Exchange Details: 

 This is a voluntary gift exchange; if you bring a gift, you will receive a raffle ticket indicating that you will receive 

a gift 

 Gift is to be new and cost is NTE $10 

 Gift to be wrapped and anonymously given; please do not provide any gender identification of who would like 

the gift or indicate what the wrapped gift is 

 A gift table will be set-up where you will bring your gift and receive your raffle ticket. 

 Gifts can be ONLY be VIEWED; Gifts cannot be touched, shaken, poked, lifted, licked, smelled, prodded or any 

other attempts made to learn what the gift may be. 

 At the exchange, the 1st raffle ticket will be drawn.  The person with that ticket will have their choice of any gift 

on the table.  We will adhere to a 10 second selection rule!   Once a gift is touched, that is the selected gift. 

The gift will then be opened and shown so everyone can see what the gift is. 

 Another raffle ticket will then be drawn.  The person holding that ticket has 2 options:  1. “stealing” a previously 

opened gift (in this case of being the 2nd raffle ticket, only the 1st gift is available to steal), or 2.  selecting a new, 

unwrapped gift.  If a new, unwrapped gift is selected, the gift will be opened and shown.   Once 1 of the options 

is selected and carried out, that is the end of their turn. 

 If a gift is stolen,  the only option available to the person who had their gift stolen is to select a new, unwrapped 

gift.  The gift would then be opened and shown.   

 A “stolen” gift can only be “stolen” 2 X.  At the 2nd steal, it will be considered out of play 

 Raffle tickets will continue to be drawn with the holder having their choice of the 2 options as indicated above. 

 


